Brand New—From Buma!
Buma’s
Clever Keys

This effect can be performed with the
assistance of 1, 2, 3 or 4 spectators,
the size of your audience may vary.
The performer introduces a CLEAR
case with a felt bottom. It is seen to
hold four different colored metal
keys, RED, GREEN, ORANGE and
BLUE, all laid out flat. The keys are held in place by a single silicone band looped
around the center of the case. Four spectators are called upon to assist the performer.
The first spectator is handed the four colored keys from the case, at which time the
performer points out that the case contains four small slots that penetrate the entire
thickness of the clear case. The case is now handed to the first spectator who is
instructed to insert the colored keys randomly into any slot of their choice, resulting
in all of the keys to be seen upright and completely penetrating thru the case.
The performer then takes the case and points to the penetrating keys and says:
“DON’T LET ME INFLUENCE YOUR SELECTIONS IN ANY WAY!”
Now, one at a time, each of the four assisting spectators in turn is handed the case
and requested (with the performer’s back now turned to the audience) to completely
remove a single colored key from the case (being a color not yet chosen) and freely
display it for all to see (except the performer). It is then returned to its empty slot.
Only the audience members know what has just occurred with the colored keys!
The performer now turns and faces the spectator with the case and retrieves it
from them. He then removes all the keys from it.
The four assisting spectators are now instructed to turn their backs to the performer
and to place a single upright open hand behind their backs. The performer then
places a single colored key into each of the spectator’s palm open hands. They are
then asked to close their hand and make a fist with it. The four spectators are then
told to turn around and face the performer with their now closed fist in front of their
body. The performer now states: I HAVE NO IDEA WHICH OF YOU PICKED
WHAT COLORED KEY, then one by one, each of the four spectators are instructed
to name the colored key they had previously selected and to open their hands, when
they do so each of them is seen to hold in their hands. When they do so, each of
them is holding THEIR PREVIOUSLY SELECTED COLOR KEY!
Keys, band and clear case do the REAL work for you! Nothing added or taken
away, all is simple and examinable! No forcing or fishing for info, perform it
blindfolded! No magnets, electronics, sleights or mechanics, easy to do, nothing
gaffed or gimmicked ! Totally Impromptu, no prep, perform any time, anywhere
even surrounded, fits in your pocket! * See web site for performance video.
“This is a simple, strong and versatile effect!” -- Banachek

47.50

$
2
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Eric Samuels Presents...

Desert Island

Your spectator is asked to choose
which album she would take with her
if stranded on a desert island! Your
back is turned while she makes her
selection and sets it aside, hidden
from sight. You comment that you
suspected that the two of you share
something in common, and point to
your business card that has been
sitting on the table, beside your cell
phone, the entire time. You ask that
she (or anyone else in the vicinity) calls the number on your business card using
any phone. Your cell phone, which has been sitting on the table and has not been
touched at any time, rings. The ringtone is immediately identifiable. It is Michael
Jackson’s “Billie Jean.” And not just the song Billie Jean, but the edited ringtone
of the song, which repeats the song’s hook over and over. This is clearly not just
the latest app grabbing the song from YouTube! She gasps and puts her hands to
her mouth. The people standing around wait in expectation. You ask that she
show the album that she selected as her favorite. It is Michael Jackson’s Thriller!
You remind her that you had a feeling that the two of you shared something in
common. Indeed, you too, are a huge Michael Jackson fan. So much so, that you
have a keepsake that you carry with you every day. You ask that she pick up your
phone and look at the display. Some people, you explain, have a photo of their
kids or their dog set as their phone’s wallpaper. Not you. You have a reminder of
the greatest night of your life. She is stunned as she realizes that your wallpaper
is a photograph of your Michael Jackson concert ticket, complete with legitimate
date, city, venue and tour information.
Fifty different albums are recognized worldwide, legitimately spanning 50 years of
music, from The Beatles to Taylor Swift and all points in-between!
Completely self-working! You do not have to touch, adjust, or otherwise interact
with your phone at any time during the presentation.
Can be performed one-on-one, or with two or more people at a time (using the
secondary, nonelectronic, effect in addition). Works just as well for walk-around as
stage.
Desert Island requires an active Android phone (telephone number is required
as they do call your actual cell phone!) —an iPhone version is NOT available!
Due to the limited amount of space in this catalog—For FULL and
COMPLETE details, access our website.

1,099

$
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Magical Winners!
Shell

1882 Morgan Dollar
Shell & Coin Set
An exquisite 1882 Morgan Dollar Shell
and Coin Set at a fraction of the cost of
original silver sets.
You receive four Morgan Dollars and one
Morgan expanded shell. This is a
beautiful reproduction set, custom
stamped and engineered to look and
function like the original silver set. So
well made that I doubt a coin expert could
tell the difference unless closely examined. Expanded shell
(see top photo), features long lip with milled edges.
This set is being offered at a fraction of the cost of its silver
counterparts. We guarantee your satisfaction or your money
back.

60

$

Match Box & Brass Block
Penetration
The performer (that’s you) displays a paper
match box with a central hold that passes
completely through the box. He states that this
was designed to hold one match at the ready.
Putting action to words, the performer passes
a wooden match through the hole and out the
bottom of the box.
He now asks the spectator if he thinks he can
pass the match through the hole in the box. As hard as he may try, the match will
not pass through the other side of the box. The match box is now handed to the
spectator who finds that it is unusually heavy. When he opens the box, he find the
interior completely filled with a SOLID BRASS BLOCK!
The mystery is how the performer was able to pass the wooden match
through the box with this solid brass block in the way... They call it
MAGIC!
No switch of nay kind. Self-contained. Block weighs approximately 4 ounces.
Complete with detailed instructions along with a variation routine by George
Robinson, Jr.

A Classic For Years!!
4

45

$
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Viking Quality Magic
Stop Trick

Long off the market, the Val Evans Stop Trick
has been considered one of the classics in card
control effects. It is a wonderful prediction effect
that mystifies and entertains!
A standard deck of playing cards, a length of ribbon
and a simple wooden houlette are displayed. Two
cards are selected by audience members and the
cards returned to the deck. A ribbon is placed over
the top of the houlette, followed by the deck of
cards which pushes the ribbon downward. The
face or bottom of the deck is visible through the
hole in the back of the houlette; top (or back) of
the deck faces the brass clip.
The card at the face of the deck is partially lifted so that it may be confirmed that
this was not one of the selected cards. Now the top card of the deck is lifted, and
it too, proves to be an indifferent card. The houlette is now turned so that the back
of the cards face the audience. One by one, the cards are removed, each card
being placed behind a clip at the font of the houlette. At ANYTIME, the spectator
can call “STOP!” The cards are removed from the clip and shown to be all different.
“You could have stopped me at any of these. But you chose this precise moment
to shout, STOP.” The performer pulls outward on the ribbon from both ends and
the entire deck rises out of the houlette. The spectator, himself, is allowed to
remove the very next card and it proves to be the selected card! The effect may be
repeated with a second card.

A Best Seller!

59

$

Brema Spirit Nut
Originated by Master machinist Carl Brema, this
has become a staple in the close-up arsenal of
many professional performers.
A brass nut is handed for inspection, along with a
length of cord. The spectator is asked to thread
the nut on the cord, and then to hold both ends of
the cord. It should be impossible to remove the
nut without letting go of either end, but that is just
what the performer does!
This is the finest set made and, while there are others copying this effect, none
can match the quality and design of the original Viking/Brema Spirit Nut. Can be
examined before and after the effect. Great for table-hopping or for any intimate
magic session.

60 Years A Classic!

22

$
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Watson’s New Cups!

Watson Cups

Available in 2 Versions—
Nickel & Copper
The Watson Cups have been designed
from the ground up and from thousands
of performances to improve all your
cups and balls routines, sleights and
moves! Weighing in at slightly over a
pound, these look beautiful, feel
amazing to work with and handle like
butter! We find them absolutely
gorgeous, unique and right on par with
Brian’s standard of quality!
The Watson Cups were specifically
designed by Brian Watson as a true worker’s cup, not only improving your existing
handling, but also many of the new sleights and moves Brian has created (featured
on his Anytime, Anywhere Cups & Balls Double DVD—which you get
for FREE with either set of cups). They work with most newer style of cups,
however Brian has designed these cups to work perfectly.
Stealing balls from the saddle, Brian’s
No Sleight 3 Ball Appearance, the
Watson Revolution all work perfectly
and these cups and handle like butter
out of the bag. Beautifully weighted and
balanced, they handle as easily as a
small set of cups even though they will
take 3 x 1 1/8 inches (1 inch core with
1/8 inch jacket) balls on the saddle and
in the attic and a tennis ball size final
load! Each cup weighs 5.7 ounces and
has a 3 inch mouth. The complete set
with the bag, cups and balls weighs just
under 1.5 pounds.
Note: Cups will be supplied with a set of red 1 1/8-inch working balls.

FREE Anytime,
Anywhere Cups &
Balls DVD with Cups
Purchase!
6

Nickel Cups...$265
Copper Cups...$230
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Brian Watson’s Done It Again!
Hotrod

3 Versions
The latest evolution from Brian Watson’s
successful fine English pewter collection. Brian’s
formula is simple—honoring time-honed
technique and tradition where each rod is handcrafted, finished, detailed and complete with a
hand-made genuine leather wallet. In case you
missed it—the key words are—“hand-made.”
Brian is a fan of the ancient artisans and is a
big believer that product is more than just the
sum of its materials. As a traditionalist, he
doesn’t discard the human factor involved in
manufacturing and given the choice—always
prefers owning products that have been labored
by human hands. When you purchase these
exquisite Hotrods, you are doing more than
getting an incredible quality product—you are
casting your vote toward similar beliefs that a magic prop should be special in
many ways. Adorned with beautiful inlay on the sides and ends, etched in black
and featuring Swarovski Crystals on the top, this is surely the finest, most beautiful
and sought after Hotrod in the world!
At approximately 1.2 ounces, these Hotrods have the weight and feel of security.
For those of you who have worked with Hotrods that are too light, you know
they are awkward. You won’t find that here—just like a favorite glove, the feel is
“just right!” Excellent work, Brian!
There are three varieties to choose from, so please specify when ordering:
• Diamond • Red • Blue
Important Note: Photo shows two rods so you can see the Swarovski Crystals
on the top and custom engraving style on the sides, but this product comes
with only one rod per product.

49

$

Dirty Dog Draw
Dirty Dog Draw is the world's easiest magic
square! Now you can create the impression of
subliminal influence with nothing to remember
other than presentation!
Dirty Dog Draw is specially printed in full color
and fits in a single credit card slot in your wallet!
• Wallet Sized • Self Working • No Memory
Work • Always Ready

23

$
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Brian Watson Winners!

Bewitching Sticks

This Bewitching Sticks is a set you
will treasure. The weight and balance
is perfect. The perceived value is
immediate when you hold them in
your hands. They are elegant and
refined. They are the most beautiful,
practical and durable paddle tricks in
the world! Hand crafted, finished and
detailed in finest English (lead free)
pewter and adorned with Swarovski
crystals, not only do they look stunning
(and classy), they will last a lifetime.
Note: This was a special run. Something this unique and specialized will probably
never be crafted again. Thus, who knows how long they will be available.

125

$

Cyber Shells
The Three Shell Game has gone
through many variations and
modifications over the years. It
remains one of the solid effects in
magic and will continue to be for
years to come because it has all the
ingredients of what magic should be:
interaction, risk, skill, performance
and lots of laughter.
As with Brian’s previous exclusive
and elite Pewter line, the quality is
exceptional. You wil note their valueadded perceived value as soon as you hold them in your hands. The extra fourth
“solid” shell is another aspect that shows Brian’s creative ability.
In the end, you have a unique set unlike any other made. The set comes with four
shells, two peas (one hard and one soft), a bag that can also serve as your
performance area, the instructional DVD, and don’t forget the small block of
cheese for the mouse! In addition to Brian’s ability to create high quality, limited
run items, he is also a consummate professional and an excellent teacher. Brian
Watson is that unique person who can wear many hats and wear them very well.
Note: This was a special run. Something this unique and specialized will probably
never be crafted again. Thus, who knows how long they will be available.

155

$
8
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Brian Watson Presents...

Mental Logs
Outdone

One of the most coveted items from Brian's quality
line—is available from Stevens Magic. These are
incredible! Each stick made in fine English pewter.
Mental Logs are the most beautiful, practical and
durable set in the world. Hand crafted, finished
and detailed in finest English (lead free) pewter,
not only do they look stunning (and classy), they
will last a lifetime. They come complete with an
outstanding routine that not only gets everyone
present involved, but also allows you to give out
four business cards at each performance and
predict the rear of the logs as a kicker finish!
Exceptional quality, which you will immediately
recognize when you hold them in your hands. The
set weighs in at an impressive 6.4 ounces! Comes with instructional DVD and
leather carrying case.
“Anything Brian Watson does—is top notch! He's one of our favorite producers
in the art of magic!” -- Joe Stevens

99

$

Sim Stone
With Manual
As with all Brian’s products, it's all-inclusive, and
exceptionally well throught out. It features both the
unique Sim Stones manufactured by Brian, along with
the Sim Stone Manual—which has a foreword by Lee
Earle. The Sim Stones are sincerely stones, with a
combined weight of 8.5 ounces! (0.24 Kilograms).
It's all quality!
Get the inside secrets on how to make “real money”
in the real world of Psychic Fairs. The Sim Stone
Manual comes complete with a set of Sim Stones.
Unlike Tarot or Runes, you will be an authority on
Sim Stones—in no time at all!

If you’re not impressed yet, how about a system that’s flexible enough to
let you practice the difficult art of cold reading, yet give you a firm base
or script to get you back on track —if needed? Can you imagine a better
system or product, whether you are just starting out or are already are an accomplished
reader?

More details can be found on the website!

75

$
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Miracles From Powell Magic
Enchanted Ring (Stage)

Dave Powell has reinvented this classic effect that was
so popular in the 1970s!
A truly stunning effect—and the beauty and mechanical
perfection of the apparatus make it a wonderful effect
for all to see. Invented first by Tony Anverdi, it was an
instant hit. The marvel shows an innocent block of
wood, even though the inside is made up of machined
brass tubing, steel bars and magnets. This stage-size
Enchanted Ring is made of solid mahogany.
A 12-inch, polished spike, 8-inch chrome-plated ring
and mahogany block are shown and EXAMINED! The
spike is inserted into a hole through the block,
preventing the ring from being removed. The spectator
can even pull on the ring to see that it is secured. After
the ring is in place, the performer can set it upon a
spectator’s palm or on a table for a moment and LIFT
the ring away from the block, having penetrated the
spike! A wonderful penetration effect. Can be
performed on stage or even close-up. Easy to do. Selfworking. Top quality all the way!

195

$

Victorian Psychic
Spirit Slates
These Slates are entirely mechanical.
No Magnets. No Flaps. Writing can
appear on one or both sides of the
slate! You can use both or one of the
slates individually. Perfect for Closeup, Parlor, Table Hopping and Walk
Around! This set of spirit slates works without any flap or outside gimmick. It is
ingeniously designed with the mechanism actually inside the slate.
The performer displays two old-fashioned chalkboard slates that are truly blank on
both sides. The performer rubberbands the two slates together and places a small
piece of chalk in between them. Two spectators each choose a card and, when the
slates are opened, the name of one of their cards appears written on one of the
slates as if the spirits had written it! The writing on the slate is erased and the
rubber bands are again put on the slates. This time the second card appears written
on the slate. You can just have one card predicted or you can have one card
predicted on one side of the slate and another on the other side. Instantly
Repeatable! No Set Up, Always Ready! Each Slate measures 4.5 x 5.5 inches.

195

$
10
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More Miracles From Powell
Victorian Mental Epic
Solid walnut and brass with chalkboard front and
back. Completely examinable! Completely quiet
and has self-locking mechanism.
Chalkboard Measures 8.5 x 6.5 inches in
size. Comes with Victorian display stand, burlap
bag, box of chalk and chalk sharpener included.
Unit has custom-made brass knobs, covers and
clips. Special gaffed bicycle deck included.
A small chalkboard, divided into six sections, is
shown sitting on an elegant stand, upon which
also rests a piece of chalk. The magician lifts it off
the stand and writes a predication onto the first
section and covers it with a small flap. He then asks an audience member to shout
out any number. He then writes this number in the section below. Next, the magician
writes another prediction in the top center section and again covers it. He now asks
someone to name any color and writes it in bottom section.
Last, magician writes a playing card in final top section and covers it. He then riffles
through a deck of cards and asks the spectator to remember one. The name of that
card is written in the final square. The magician reiterates what just happened,
three separate predictions and three separate thoughts. He then hands the chalkboard
to the spectator who removes the flaps himself, revealing that ALL THREE
PREDICTIONS MATCH PERFECTLY.

250

$

Victorian Card Suspension
Entirely hand-made in our shop—solid walnut with antique
pewter feet and polished chrome grill accents on front
and back.

The performer removes a deck of cards from a beautiful
Victorian Card Houlette. The magician talks about the
properties of static electricity that can be obtained to
control cards with the use of this antique Card Houlette.
The cards are shuffled and a card is freely selected. A
polished spike is placed into the center of the houlette
from the front to back, and the cards are placed back
into the houlette resting on the spike. At this point, the
magician asks the spectator to name his card. The spike
is now removed and the cards all fall back down into the houlette, but the spectator’s
single card remains sticking up, suspended above the rest of the deck.
This can be repeated immediately with another card. In fact, it can be repeated with
all 52 cards—absolutely no set up between performing.

149

$
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Amazing & Baffling

Van Helsing Tarot
Booklet & Marked
Deck Combo

Who is Van Helsing? He was a man
with gypsy origins (at least on his
mother’s side). He grew up in a spiritual
family, where from early age he was
exposed to many different traditions and
paths of spirituality. His father was a
lodge grand master and initiated him to
the secrets of occultism and hermetism.
Since his young age, Van Helsing developed medianic ability and was able to astonish
with his accurate predictions. He used Tarot Card reading skills and intuition to
answer questions from all those who sought him out. You, too, will be able to
emulate Van Helsing's abilities when you use this custom manufactured deck.
Implementing what is unquestionably the most recognized and preferred design
from the original Rider Waite Tarot, this package is absolutely beautiful with its vivid
red/black color scheme. The deluxe set contains not only the special marked deck,
but also the beautiful, hard bound instructional booklet which features elegant and
refined layout, crisp and enticing artwork. The deck and book companion is targeted
for the individual who appreciates the best and nothing less.
An additional small reference booklet is also included that will help you study and
learn the workings of the deck. We at Stevens Magic have never seen anything like
it before. This deck has a simple and unique marking system.

Deck Only...$30

Deck & Book Combo...$60

The Jar
In the realm of switchboxes, we searched for THE
most organic and practical gimmicks that could be
hidden in the most effective of hiding places… in plain
sight. Introducing, The Jar, by Kozmo. The Jar is
one of the most versatile and organic switchboxes
ever created. Rings, sugar packets, cards, coins, bills
and more… can be switched to ANY small object.
The Jar also allows for extremely visual coin
penetrations and a Coins Across routine that is unlike
anything around. The Jar takes all the dirty work
out of switching, and leaves your spectators in astounded disbelief.
Comes complete with: The Jar itself, in-depth instructions by Scott Tokay and
Garrett Thomas on DVD, special gimmick, customized coin, as well as presentation,
handling and method of confabulation routine (taught in tutorial) by Paul Romhany.

50

$
12
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Surprises In Little Packages
Comedy Thumb Cuff
Escape Deluxe
Combo
A comedy routine with explanation and
tips, too! Add a “Houdini” escape effect
to your act!
Steve Lancaster has per for med
thousands of magic shows over the last
32 years. He has worked his shows in
every possible venue including but not
limited to: house parties, trade shows, Las
Vegas conventions, close-up, major
illusion shows, television and radio. He
is also the owner of the famous, “Top Hat Magic” in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Currently,
Steve is performing at the Hard Rock Casino in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
With this newest release you, too, can become an entertaining performer using
this Thumb Cuff Escape Routine, which may well become a staple in your show.
This comedy routine is basic and standard, and the method incorporated and
taught is time-tested. Detailed on the DVD is a funny routine, the real work
behind the routine and lots of helpful hints. Combo includes the Comedy
Thumb Cuff Escape DVD and a set of ungimmicked Thumb Cuffs.

Combo (DVD & Cuffs)...$40
DVD Only...$30
Cuffs Only...$15

Goshman’s

$100 Silk

High quality, 100% silk
with a graphic of the US
$100.00 bill. Size is 36
inches.
Nothing gets people’s
attention more than
MONEY! Wait, okay—fire
trumps money. But money is absolutely a sure fire way—to catch people’s attention.
Let’s face it, the $100 bill is the King. This can also be used in conjunction with
corporate shows or is the perfect accessory anytime you want to incorporate a
financial message.

12.50

$
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Gimpy’s Mental Cleverness
Celestial
Clairvoyancy
Imagine this... A red card deck and
a blue card deck are shown. The
performer asks a volunteer to think of
any black card and any red card. The
performer then makes his predictions
by affixing two blue-backed cards to a
star with the backs facing the audience.
Now, the volunteer names the two
cards that were thought of, and they
are removed from a red-backed deck
and affixed to the star with the faces
facing the audience. The star is spun
and turned to reveal that the bluebacked cards match the volunteer’s
selections.
Based on Maury Kains’ Ultissimo,
crafted by Merv Taylor and later by
Owen Magic Supreme, Celestial Clairvoyancy uses the idea of a spinning star
instead of a lucite stand. First published in 1971 in a Juan Tamariz book, the
actual creator was not credited for this improvement. This ideas was used with six
cards in Time Ahead by Marcelo Contento in the 90’s. Celestial Clairvoyancy
uses four cards affixed to a spinning star for a 2-card prediction. This effect uses
no blank cards and there is no writing on the cards.
The unit consists of a spinning head with two overlapping stars made of walnut
and maple that form an 8-point starburst with clips for four cards. The wooden
base is 6 x 8 inches. When fully assembled, the unit stands 16 inches tall. Everything
packs flat and sets up in seconds. No sleights needed. Very easy to perform.
Comes complete with: Handcrafted Star With
Brass Upright & Wooden Base. Special Gimmicks
(to make the magic happen!) Customer White
Cardboard Storage Case. Fully-Written Printed
Instructions & Online Instructions. Each is stamped
with maker’s mark on the bottom.

197.50

$

Extra Bonus—With Every Purchase Of
Item You Will Receive A $25.00 Gift
Certificate For A Future Order!
14
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Paul Lembo Presents...

Signature Hardwood Cups
& Balls With Chop Cup

Paul Lembo has created especially for us and our
customers this extremely beautiful set of COMBO
Cups ‘N Balls—one is a matching chop cup!
Each set consists of three handcrafted cups that
can be used for the Cup ‘N Ball routines, and
one of the cups has a magnetic gimmick
so it can be used individually as a chop
cup. Each is handcrafted from laminated dark
walnut for the body and hard rock maple for the
rings. Each piece is hand turned individually to
make a matching set. The finish of these cups
consists of five coats of clear acrylic enamel. Each
coat is applied and let to dry for one and a half
days, then it is hand sanded, both outside and
inside of each cup. This procedure is repeated
four more times!
This gives a durable high gloss lustre to the cups.
It is important to note that these cups are
manufactured from the highest quality kiln-dried
walnut and maple. Being a natural product, there
are blemishes inherent in natural wood, as no
two pieces will ever be identical. They can be
cleaned with a damp cloth, and a light coat of
furniture polish will keep them bright and shiny.
Each cup is 3 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter.
These cups are a
pleasure to own and a
pleasure to use! The
feel of the cups is great!
There will only be 30 sets available. You will not be
disappointed... so order yours now so you don’t miss out.
Comes complete with carrying bag, cups and balls (regular
balls as well a chop ball).

295

$

Extra Bonus—With Every Purchase Of These Cups You Will
Receive A $25.00 Gift Certificate For A Future Order!
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Too Good To Miss

Jumbo King
To Queen

Finally a jumbo changing card
that plays great and that is
affordable!
Pur chase a
SINGLE card and it will allow
you to perform all kinds of
routines.
Performer invites a spectator up
to the platform or stage and
announces that they are to select
a card that will match the Jumbo
Card. The spectator does NOT see the face of the Jumbo Card! The performer
ONLY shows the Prediction Jumbo Card to the audience. Then places the card
into a brown paper bag, OR just sets it back side to the audience on a chair. Spectator
then selects a card from a deck, holds it up for the audience can see. Unfortunately,
it does NOT match the prediction shown to the audience! What to do? The performer
brings the Jumbo Card out of the bag or turns it around from the chair. VIOLA!
The card revealed has changed to the spectator’s chosen card! SelfWorking, Easy To Do! Now you can buy just ONE of the “GAFFED” cards at such
a GREAT PRICE! Cards measure 15-inches tall x 10.5-inches wide.

25 each

$

2 For...$40

Voitko Magic’s

Split Coin

aka Coin Thru Bill
This effect comes from TWO pros—Viktor Voitko
and Johnny Wong! You can perform many
different effects with this coin, including the popular,
visual coin-through-the-bag. Quarter version
preferred for Coin Through Bag.
The audience sees two coins, a penny and a quarter,
inside a small plastic bag. The magician asks a
spectator to name aloud one of the two coins. In
this case, the response is “penny.” So the
magician pulls the quarter—physically and
visually for ALL TO SEE—through the
bottom of the bag, leaving the penny. He
then hands the bag with the penny to the
spectator—there is no hole in the bag!!

Split Quarter...$40
Split Half Dollar...$40

16
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Collectibles
Rare, Original Collector’s Workshop Items
Over 50 Pieces From Rich Bloch and Nick Ruggiero

Creation

Good Condition
$295

Bullet Proof

Good Condition
$795

Vienna Frame
Good Condition
$295

Silver Odyssey
Good Condition
$1,195

Khartoum Ring
Fantansy
Good Condition
$750

Jumbo Side Kick
(Carrying Case)
Good Condition
$950

PLEASE NO
TE: Extra shipping & insurance may apply to above items!
NOTE:
Send for complete list of rare Collector’s Workshop items by contacting
Joe Stevens at joe@stevensmagic.com
2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 z (316) 683-9582 z FAX (316) 686-2442 z Magic@StevensMagic.com z www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Minimum Ship Charges:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $7.50
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total

2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 z (316) 683-9582 z FAX (316) 686-2442 z Magic@StevensMagic.com z www.stevensmagic.com
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David Martinez Classics!

Performance
Pad
Reserved for the classiest of performers—it’s much more than just a close-up pad.
It’s a close-up “Stage!” One thing people love is the fact that this pad features a
larger performing area than a normal pad—it’s 22 x 15 inches and the level
top stands 1 inch tall. Included is a stiff, hard bottom, which features five non-slip
pads. It weighs in at just a tad over 4 pounds, so it’s sturdy and solid. The performing
surface is neatly covered in exceptionally unique, super soft plush velvet. Pad features
rounded corners and is constructed of the finest quality materials and could easily last
for the remainder of your performing career. A true, quality item from David
Martinez.
IMPORTANT: Please specify color: Black or Green. If no preference is listed,
the default color is BLACK. The green color can change depending on the
availability of the material.

130

$

Chicken Sandwich
Hungry for a great comedy prop? Bite into some
fun with this gag. David is now offering one of the
funniest sight gags ever created. The Chicken
Sandwich is brought to the forefront of comedy
again after many years. Children as well as adults
will be amused by this well-timed pun. In the past,
these were made entirely from flimsy “felt” material. This
Chicken Sandwich is all hand cut, sanded, painted and
assembled in wood, one by one. Built to last a lifetime.
Incredible quality!
Can be viewed from all angles, as front and back are both
painted to represent a “chicken.” Priced way too low for
the amount of workmanship involved. Easy to use, Just lift
top up and down to open and close. Get yours now. Don’t
be “chicken” to try it. These won’t last long, as
they are individually handmade.

35

$
20
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Ton Onosaka—Quality Magic
Morph

A high-tech, visual mystery from
Ton Onosaka’s Magicland in Japan!
A spectator selects one of six design
cards. A transparent sheet of
patterned plastic is held over a
mirror. Eerily, a design appears in
the mirror, even though it cannot
be seen on the sheet itself. However,
it is the wrong design! “Uh oh…”
says the performer… “That was the
design from the previous show.” He slides the sheet off the mirror, and as he
does, the design visibly transforms into the chosen one. Once again the sheet is
slid across the mirror, and this time the design disappears.
Comes with everything you need to do this terrific effect!

20

$

Bananapple
Another one of the many great effects
from the Ton Onosaka line. Perfect for
children’s themed magic, and one that will
be a hit anytime. It’s easy to perform.
Giant plastic cards with appearing silkscreened fruit. A really cute routine in
which the audience cannot follow the
position of the bananas and the apple. In
the end, all that’s left of the apple is the
core! Two clever gimmicks do the trick!

42

$

Four Face Assembly
The typical packets are made. One at a
time, each Queen vanishes from its
packet. They are physically gone from
the card, leaving only a cutout space
where the picture used to be! So, where
did the Queens go? The Queen of
Spades is turned over—all four Queens
have assembled, printed on that one
card! Specially printed and die-cut
gimmicks. Use your own deck.

16

$
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Ton Onosaka Hidden Gems

Side By Slide II
The magician uses a marker to write a prediction on a large board. A spectator
chooses a playing card. When the prediction is displayed, it is seen to reveal the 7
of Spades. The spectator informs the magician that this prediction is “wrong!”
The spectator’s chosen chard was actually the “4 of Hearts”. Everything comes out
OK, for the writing visibly transforms itself into the correct card after all. This is
solid entertainment. What’s even better is it all happens right in front of the audience!
Comes with gimmicked board, a Japanese jumbo deck and jumbo black marker.

75

$

Harmony Coins

Three Sizes Available!!
You receive FOUR coins and ONE
expanded shell. Carefully paying
attention to detail, Ton has rounded
the edges of the square hole in each
coin to form a circle. This allows you
to place the expanded shell anywhere
on the coin for a perfect fit. Beautiful
black and gold color design provides
excellent contrast.

Quarter..$40
Half Dollar...$45
Dollar...$80

Morgan Dollar shown for size
comparison only, does not
come with set!

BONUS: DVD of J.B. Bobo teaching a coins across effect
that can be performed using these coins.
22
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Ton Onosaka Cards
Backing

The performer displays the four Kings, and
states that he will make each King turn his
back by magic. One at a time, each King
turns face down, then rights himself. The
performer confesses, “I didn’t make good
on my original promise. I said I’d make
each King turn his back, but what you
actually saw were the backs of the cards.
The backs of the Kings would look like
this...” The cards are turned over, one by
one, and instead of a normal back, each now
bears a special picture showing the view from
behind him!

16

$

Backstabber
The King of Hearts is sometimes referred to as the
“Suicide King” because he appears to be stabbing
himself in the head with a sword—actually two heads
and two swords. However, the swords are really
positioned behind the King. This is significant to this
routine. The King of Hearts is set aside, and a
spectator selects two cards from the balance of the
pack. There’s a big surprise when the King is turned
over. Instead of the normal card back, now there’s a
view of the King from behind—and it’s seen that the
swords are skewering two miniature cards—the
selections!

16

$

A Bicycle Built
For Five
Five bike-riding Jokers are displayed,
backs and fronts. One Joker—the
leader—is put aside, face down. One
by one, the remaining Jokers are turned
over. When the faces of the cards are
displayed, only abandoned bicycles are
seen. Where are the missing Jokers? The leader card is turned over and there
they are, on the face of the leader card! Complete with full instructions and
specially printed cards, including an extra gag card for a different climax.

16

$
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Fine Quality Wallets
Magnetic Himber Wallet
Available In 2 Sizes!

Also called the “W” wallet. This is
unquestionably the finest Himber-style wallet on
the market. Each one is hand made by a craftsman
in Japan. The genius of the wallet is the magnetic
application that allows the performer to actually
hand out the wallet to a spectator and have “them”
open the wallet! Think about the subtlety and
power of such an act, when you hand the wallet
over to a spectator and they open it to reveal what
you (the magician) want them to! Himber wallets
are used in their basic application to make money,
billets, cards either disappear, appear or change.
Magician places a piece of paper that has crudely
been drawn to resemble a $100 bill, puts it into
the wallet, hands it to a spectator and when they
open it—it has magically changed into a real $100
bill!
This is NOT a Z-Fold Wallet. It’s made from
exceptional quality leather. The wallet opens from the same direction. You can
even have a spectator open the wallet. No sleights required, exceptionally easy to
do, allowing you to focus on presentation. Dimensions approx. 4 x 7.25 inches
(10cm x 18.5cm). Dimensions of Mini approx. 3.5 x 4.75 inches (9cm x 13cm).

Mini Himber...$70

Standard Himber...$85

Fred Kaps’

Working Performer’s
Signed Card In Wallet

(Made for us by Viking Magic)
Another great Ken Brooke Magic Range
item! Fred Kaps performed the “Card In
Wallet” and did it again and again and
again in one continuous routine. Each
time, the freely selected card was found
in the zipper compartment of his wallet! Any card can be used. High quality,
superb wallet, slightly smaller than original wallet.
PLUS—Bonus Routine: Signed card Inside A Sealed Envelope! Imagine
that...not ONLY is the signed card inside the wallet, it is inside a sealed envelope
as well!

49

$
24
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Great For Children’s Shows!
Stratosphere

Without question, one of the more
successful parlor and stage props in magic.
The ability to customize it is incredible with
different routines and ideas. It’s a highly
visual, colorful routine.
Although there is just room in the tube for
the three balls, one on top of the other,
one ball just won’t stay where it is placed.
The ball placed on top of the stack suddenly
appears on the bottom of the stack of three.
Next time, it’s found in the center of the
stack. Finally, the performer takes this roaming ball and places it in a wooden box.
When he flips it open, the ball has vanished. The audience sees completely through
the box. The ball reappears in the plastic tube between the other two. The balls
are brightly colored in red, yellow and green.
Complete with clear plastic tube on base, decorated metal tube, balls, special wooden
box and several routines.

85

$

Baffling Bill’s

Confetti To Sweets
A charming magic trick—glass filled with confetti instantly transforms into candy
sweets! This classic has stood the test of time and was featured by the likes of
Harry Keller. Baffling Bill hand-makes each unit to exacting proportions
guaranteeing smooth and flawless performance. Easy to do, perfect for close up
and cabaret. Includes everything you need for immediate performance—
reinforced bag, plastic glass, cover, gimmick, supply of loose confetti
and candy! Great for children’s shows!

25

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Johnny Paul Cups
Available Again!

Thanks to Pete Biro and Donnie
Buckley for bringing back these
great cups !
Steel is stronger than copper and brass,
and is resistant to denting. Bright Chrome
in color. All are hand spun. Plated with
.050 -inch steel. Chrome look on outside,
bright nickel finish on inside.
A sponge ball is placed on top of a cup and is picked up by
a cup nested over it. Much like a chop cup, the ball will stay
inside until the cup is placed down sharply, allowing the ball
to be produced from under the cup. Use the cups for your
regular routine and then switch to the sponge balls for
Johnny’s routine (ONLY this set of cups can be used
with sponge balls.)
Complete set includes the 3 Chromed Steel Johnny Paul
Cups, a set of 4 crocheted balls, a set of 4 Goshman 2-inch
Super Soft Sponge Balls and a deluxe velvet bag.

250

$

Ken Brooke’s

Master Chop Cup
Aluminum

The Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup is an
authentic reproduction of the first Chop Cup
created by Ken Brooke. Sometimes referred to
as the Ken Brooke Highball Cup, it was designed
as a tall cup. The cup accommodates an
impressive baseball size load. It is a lightweight
version of the copper cup, even though it is
spun from the same gauge aluminum as the
copper cup, weighing in at only 3 oz (85g).
Technically, the Ken Brooke cups are unique,
as the gaff is spun in on the outside of the cup rather than on the inside. This
means the inside of the cup is seamless. It is an old style of gaffing a cup, but
perfectly functional and authentic in every way.
Each cup is hand spun from the original RNT II Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup
tooling in .050 aluminum with a brushed satin finish on its exterior and interior.
Comes with Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup, 1—1 1/8-inch RNT Red Ball,
1—1 1/8 inch RNT Red Magnetic Ball.

90

$
26
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Gary Plants Presents...

Magnetized
Cards

Cards are placed onto the magician’s
palm in a circular pattern.
The hand is slowly turned over and the
cards mysteriously cling, as though
magnetized, to the magician’s palm.
When the magician desires, all the
cards immediately drop from the palm
to the table. Available in either Red
or Blue backed, please specify
when ordering!
“Your version and solution of the
classic magnetized cards is the best!
I am sure Leipzig would not only be
fooled by it, he would be proud to
use it! I am putting this one into my
repertoire NOW!
Thanks!”
--Eric De Camps

25

$

Muckless Muck
Created by Jared Kopf and
handmade by Gary Plants (enough
said). A special card that beats any
specially made card I have seen in my 40
years of magic! A wonderful routine that
is the highest thought-out routine as well!

The card is based on the brilliant ideas of
Charles Jordan and Gaetan Bloom.
Over the years, several magicians have
employed similar gimmicks for various
card routines, but none have utilized the
wonderful attributes of the Jordan/Bloom
principle! Available as either Red or Blue backed—please specify when
ordering!
Phase 1 is a guileful pseudo-mucking demonstration that requires nothing but an
ordinary deck of cards! Phase 2 apparently repeats Phase 1, but actually uses the
gimmick to deliver what Jon Racherbaumer called an “eye-arresting version of
the last trick of Dr. Jacob Daley!” If you are a card lover, you will want this effect!

Extra Bonus Effect Included!

20

$
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Stevens Magic Publishing
Mentalized

By Dennis Hermanzo
If you are a mentalist who loves fancy gimmicks—
new groundbreaking principles or sleights—this book
is not for you! But, if you want a book for
mentalists that is practical and features
audience-tested material—this is it!
Mentalized features 16 powerful routines all based
on classical principles in mentalism. No pipe dreams
here! No expensive apparatus needed. All easy to
carry. Simple, but powerful effects. Everyday items
used. Strong personal and direct effects. This stuff
will hit your audience hard!
Learn to use verbal intelligence to achieve minor
miracles with a minimum of props. This book includes effects/routines for stage
and close-up alike with: blindfolds, predictions, telepathy, intuition, mind control, a
killer addition to any book test, two effects containing roses that will produce a
deep, emotional impact on your female audience members, Dennis’s versions of
how equivoque should be done, routines where the mentalist apparently is in danger
and where the spectator makes all the choices (performer is not in danger at all).
All in classical mentalism style.
You also get some small essays about Dennis’s views on mentalism and
what to do before, after and when you hit the stage!
Here are the chapters in the book: Hit The Lights, My Thoughs, Personality
Number Five, The Karma Rose, Intuition Has Spoken, Project And Receive, Smell
The Rose, To Beer or Not To Beer, Control, A Women’s Touch, The Crumpled
Magic 8 Ball, Head Or Gut, The Mind’s Eye, Have A Coke And A Tear, Sophie’s
Choice, Cheers, Album Of The Week , One Of A Kind, My Views, About the
Author and The End.
Dennis Hermanzo is a Danish mentalist and musician in his forties who has been
a mind reader for more than 20 years. Without interfering in the magical
environment, he has become an expert in the art of mystery. He is not a member
of any free online forums. Neither is he a member of magic clubs because he
doesn’t perform for magicians—only lay people. So maybe because of all this, it
came as a surprise to many in the magic world that we at Stevens
Magic published his first book, Mentalism From
Copenhagen (still available at Stevens Magic), last year. It
was received with great enthusiasm from amateurs as well as
professional mentalists! This is his second release
in the art of mystery.

70
75

$

$

Mentalism From Copenhagen...
28
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Semi-Exclusive!

Discover The Secrets Of
Mind Games

By Marc Salem with Richard Mark
You will find presentations and methods for over 45 of his
performance pieces that have been seen by audiences from
Broadway to Edinburgh, from Dubai to the Sydney Opera
House, and hundreds of other venues in theaters around
the world.
Discover how Marc Salem was able to float in the air while
reading the minds of those passing by. Discover how he
haunted the Shubert Theater in Connecticut and caused
the staff to panic. Discover how Marc predicted the death of Elvis and achieved
worldwide publicity, and was then accused of participation in an international
conspiracy. Discover how he learned to simulate Mind Reading by virtue of a
finely honed ability to read body language and understand non-verbal
communication. Discover how this “ordinary man” became extraordinary and, by
following his story and learning from it, you, too, may achieve success in your
search for excellence. This is your opportunity to Discover The Secrets Of
Marc Salem’s Mind Games.
You get the softcover book as well as two discs with performance videos, tutorials,
Network TV specials, TV and radio appearances, stunts, posters, graphics and full
text of ‘Six Keys’ book, all to be used for your enlightenment as Marc Salem gives
himself away!
“In this book, Marc Salem will take you on a journey in his mind, not only
explaining his most guarded secrets but also giving you professional advice on
staging, presentation and much more. This is something that must be present
in any respectable mentalist’s library!” --Luca Volpe
$
This item is not eligible for any discounts/coupons!
120

The Expositor

By William Frederick Pinchbeck
Original publication: Boston, 1805. This is the limited edition,
first edition reproduction 1996 facsimile edition with new
foreword by Byron Walker. Limited to 1,000 numbered copies.
This was the first book on magic printed in America.
This is the perfect book for magic historians. This is a real gem
for any magic enthusiast. This book is
often referred to as the “Learned Pig,” as
it features an embossed image of a pig picking out the Ace of
Diamonds on the cover. Special thanks to Byron Walker
for allowing us to use his original book for this project.

35

$
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Exclusive Mental Masterpieces
Mysteriosophy
Volumes I & II
By Steve Drury

Mysteriosophy, Volume I is an unique collection of
routines, effects and essays by Steve Drury that delve into
mentalism, psychology, bizarre magick, storytelling and
readings. Individual guest contributions also featured by
Ed Solomon, Banachek, Roni Shachnaey and
Les Cross, plus an exclusively authorized essay on
The Psycho-Geometrics® profiling system.
Hardbound with over 170 pages.
Mysteriosophy, Volume II builds on the previous
volume with a further collection of unique routines,
effects and essays by Steve Drury that delve into
performance mentalism, psychological magic and
readings. It also features exclusive collaborations
with Roni Shachnaey, Barrie Richardson and
Kenton Knepper. Hardbound with over 170
pages.

75 each

$

Mystic Descendant

Issue 2—Various Directions

The Official Publication Of Mentalism
As the theater lights fade, you’ll step behind the curtain
for a chat with full-time performer, Meraux Dantes.
Then move further into the darkness with Anthony
Heads on the realities of realism and the conflicts
spawned from believability. Enjoy a trip to the UK as
Todd Landman breaks down three famous personas
in Mentalism, and then tread inside a London Pub to
experience a close-up set built around the theme of
Energy.
Pack your bags again and head down under to pick
apart a presentation utilizing a whole-audience force
devised by Australian performer Connor Jacobs. Next it’s back to the States to
learn a pendulum technique from Neal Scryer and while there, grab
a chair as actor and mentalist Jack Shalom sits under the Mystic
Spotlight. Finally, hitch a ride back home with Robert and Johnny
as the Adventures of Johnny the Mentalist continue…

Issue 2...$20

Mystic Descendant Issue 1 (still some available!) $25
30
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Learning From The Best
Greater Magic Video Library Presents...

Vanni Bossi
Volume 60

From Twin Cities and Stevens Magic Emporium. If there
were a list of creative artists in our world of magic, Vanni
Bossi would be on that list, and probably up toward the
top! Sadly, this was Vanni’s last recording. Vanni
wasn’t just another famous magician from the country
of Italy, he was a consummate thinker, creator and
performer. This Italian is truly an artist, as you will see
on the DVD.
You will enjoy the effects that he performs and teaches.
Notice that he uses just common objects and makes a miracle out of them! Standup and close-up effects are his specialty, and those who have attended his
performances and lectures know full well how versatile he is. This DVD contains
60minutes of pure magic – get ready to be fooled. A magician’s magician.
On this DVD you will enjoy and learn the following: Invisible Coin and Vanishes
Coins Across/Through table, Mysterious Photo Frame, Cigarette Matrix, Any Coin
in Bottle, Fertile Coins, Coin Clip, It’s So Simple and Hofzinger’s Last Problem.

Bill Perron’s

30

$

Basic Palm

Reading For Fun & Profit
The ancient science of Palmistry from Master Palmist,
Bill Perron. Bill has been reading palms for over 30
years. This DVD is entertaining, amusing and easy
to learn! Excellent for private events! Fun for
the participants!
Aristotle wrote a treatise on Palmistry for his student,
Alexander, that is still in print today. Hypocrites
could correctly diagnose over 100 illnesses by looking
at a person’s palm. Ancient physicians in China
and India have a written history using palmistry for centuries. The lines on the
hand can and do change!
Bill Perron has the finest instructional DVD on this art. Since mentalism is more
popular than ever, just think how doing Palm Readings would do for your booking
abilities. People always love to hear what the lines in their hands describe and
how they can change their personality as life goes on. Learn what Bill teaches—
it will “open your eyes” to a great new revenue for you as a performer. Bill keeps
it simple to learn—you just need practice in doing it to be able to deliver an honest
evaluation of people’s dreams. Worth every penny!

25

$
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Magic Master Summit
Bill Gladwell’s

How To Make $380,000+
By “2-Walling”
Bill Gladwell is a “Thought Reader, Actor and Consultant.”
Bill will show you an innovative method that has made him
and many other performers several thousands of dollars. Many
of us are familiar with the term—4 walling! But Bill will teach
you about 2 walling. By teach, we don’t just mean the definition
either. Bill will give you specific ways that he has used this
strategy to make serious bank! If you are a performer interested
in making money and breaking out, you really have to ask yourself the question—
can you afford not o watch and study this DVD? What opportunity might you miss
if you choose not to watch? Could it be several thousand dollars or, as in Bill’s case,
$380,000Plus!

Chris & Neal’s

DVD only...$30

How to Make Six-Figures a year
Performing Kid Shows
Chris and Neal are Carolina’s most popular magicians, and
they absolutely have turned their passion into a six figure annual
income performing kid shows. They dive right into how they
have made BIG Money concentrating on the kid show market.
They will educate you about how being a good magician and
performer is just “one” of many hats you have to wear. This
DVD is essential for anyone considering amplifying their show
to the next level. You are left with an incredible bargain
(regardless of which Magic Masters Summit DVD you buy).

DVD only...$30

Dr. Joe Vitale’s

Easy & Outrageous Marketing
Techniques
Dr. Joe Vitale is a best-selling American author who focuses
on self-help and empowerment. He is a true “out-of-the-box”
thinker! He has tremendous experience with the psychology
of sales and marketing. A common and recurring quality in
successful performers and business people is the sincere belief
in themselves that they could make their dreams a reality. Often
times the one thing that separates a successful outcome from a non-successful
outcome is the discipline and faith that feeding their head with positive encouragement
helps them push way beyond boundaries.

DVD only...$30
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Magic Master Summit
Josh Knotts’

Mastering The Fair Market
If you’re looking for a good gig, you have to take into
consideration the fair market! It provides you with steady,
seasonal work and allows you to also work larger venues that
many performers only dream of. The knowledge you gain
provides you with an incredible experience and you may find
(as many do)—the Fair Market is one of the best gigs around!
Josh Knotts brings his show of Extreme Illusions & Escapes
to fairs and festivals across the US for the past nine years with
between 250-300 performances each year. Speaking on the
topic of Fairs and Festivals, Josh reveals the time-tested secrets of getting into the
fair market, and then getting “repeat” booking there!

DVD only...$30

Ken Weber’s

Secrets Behind
“Maximum Entertainment”
Ken’s book, “Maximum Entertainment” is one of the
go-to references for performing pros and hobbyists for topnotch performing, scripting and showmanship in the real
world of magic. He uses his unique background as a
professional mentalist for many years, and combines that
with his “outside the industry” thinking, and truly transforms
entertainers’ shows.
This DVD features over 45 minutes of in-depth conversation with two highly
respected professionals from the art of Magic—Ken Weber & David DiVinci.

DVD only...$30

Shawn Farquhar’s

Making Magic More Memorable
What would you be willing to pay to have a one-on-one with
Shawn? Well, granted it’s not you and him, but it’s Dave
Womach in the role of interviewer asking him the tough
questions, many of which would be on your list if you were in
Dave’s position. Filmed from the recent Magic Masters
Summit, this DVD features 2 hours and 45 minutes of back
and forth focused on Making Magic More Memorable.
So sit back and learn from one of the brightest and most
talented in the art for this incredible price.

DVD only...$30
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Brian Watson’s Exclusives
Cupdate

Volumes 1 & 2
Thanks to Brian Watson, the Cupdate Series features
new sleights, new methods, new sequences and
improvements on old sleights, moves and sequences!
VOLUME 1 includes—Topas’ Wand Production,
Cup Production, No Sleight 3 Ball Production,
Complete Sequence, Real World Cup Through Cup
Move. BONUS SECTION: How To Strip A Patina
and How To Clean Copper Cups.
VOLUME 2 includes—Clinically Impossible 030 Sequence, Open Retention
Miller Move, Psychology Of The 4th Ball, The Watson Revolution, WilliamsonWatson Penetration. BONUS SECTION: How To Protect With Wax and Secret
Cup Slicking Method.

28.50 each Both For...$50

$

Psychic Chess 2.0
Psychic Chess 2.0 is an easy to do, interactive
mentalism routine which packs a punch and leaves
a lasting impression. No knowledge of chess at all is
needed to perform or understand. It has the impact
of a Knight’s Tour and fits in your wallet so it’s ready
to go at anytime and needs no memory work
whatsoever. It can be performed with the printed
plastic cards (supplied) or even real chess pieces in
an impromptu setting. Psychic Chess 2.0 packs
small & plays big!

DVD & Gimmicks...$37

Cockroach Catcher
Inspired by The Web (Jim Pace) and Boris The Spider (Ian
Pidgeon), The Cockroach Catcher is an entertaining routine
with an exquisitely handmade paddle that has a surprise ending!
All the props are included together with an instructional DVD.
Super easy to do and highly entertaining! If you are familiar
with the previous two, that means they made an impression on
you and more than that—they made a huge impression on the
people you performed them for.
Comes with DVD, Custom Made Gimmick, All Supplies.
Cockroach Catcher is: Highly Entertaining, Easy To Do, Self Contained, and
Quick and Easy To Set Up.
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www.stevensmagic.com
www.stevensmagic.global

Don’t forget to checkout both of
our websites see below:

2520 E. Douglas
Wichita, KS 67214 USA
(316) 683-9582
FAX (316) 686-2442
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